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A PREDICATE-CALCULUS BASED LANGUAGE FOR
SEMANTIC DATABASES
Naphtali Rishe and Wei Sun
Schoo l of Computer Science
Florida International University The State University of Florida at Miami
University Park, Miami , FL 33199, USA

Abstract
This paper propo.\ cs 11 nonJnot"cdura/lanxua;:t· j( Jr .w·mtllliiC datahascs and in
particular for the Scmamic Ri11arr Model . Tire la11Rua~:e i.> lmsrd '"' a firstorder predicate calculus enriched >l'irlt secu11d-order co11stmcrs for aggregatioll. specificarioll of trn11sactio11S, parametri:ed query forms a11d other uses.
The la11gua11e has a capahiliry of specificatioll of bulk tra11.mctio11s, i11cludi11g
ge11eratio11 of sets of llell' abstract objects. This problem does 11ot exist ill the
rclnrio11al databases because tltere the user co11trols the represematio11 of his
objects by data. 11amely hy key anrilmtes nf thnse ohjuts. (E.g. persons might
be represemed i11 the relario11al model by their sncial security 11umbers, prorided such mtmbers are u11ique. alll'ays exist for rrrry prrso11, a11d do 11ot
cha11ge with time. /11 the semmttic modrls the user does 110t care how the perSOilS are represellled.) A11other feature of the proposed la11guage is the
alllomatic imuitil'ely-mea11i11gful handliiiR of nu/1-mlues, i.e. of application of
11011-total fwwtional relatio11s.
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111C semantic binary model !Rishc-88- DDFI represents U1c infomt ation of an application·~
world as a collection of elementary facts of two types: unary facts catcgori1.ing objects of the
real world and hinary facts establishing relationships of various kinds between pairs of ohjccl~ .
The objects arc c l as~ifird into non-cli<joint categories. Inheritance of properties of categories is
detemtined by a graph c•f <ub catego ries rutd super-categories. lltc graphical dalaba<e schema
and U1e integrity constrdints dcrennine what sets of facts arc meaningful. i.e. can comprise an
instantaneous database (the database as may be seen at some instance of time.) The database
aggregates infonnarion about abstract ohjccrs. Abstract objects stand for real entities of Ute
user's world. ll>r rrprcsrnlalion of abstr:>cl object< i< transpare nt to the u<cr and is unprintabl e.
In addition to the abstract object<. the databa<c contains. in a subservient role. concrete. or print able, objects. These arc character string<. numbers. dares. rrc.
This paper prop<>'C< a non -procedural language lor seman ti c databases in general. and in palticular for the Semantic Binary l\1oucl. 'I he foundation of the l:mi!Ua!!C is a datah:L<e int eq1rcration
of a fir st or<lcr p11·dicar~ call'u lu ' ll<i,lll' XX l>lll · l. Till' caku lu' i' c·m ichn l \\ilh 't-cond onk c
cnnslrucls for al_!!!IL'!!alinn (\lali \ lic:tl llmclion'\). "Pl'ci licalion of lr :m'\; t c tinn ~. pararnc.:llitcd

query fcmn s and other ""''· ., hl'
cu ius.)

I:III!'Lia!!~

i'

~a ll ~d Sl>

calcu lu s (Se mantic

Datah: l'~

t'al

or special

int erest is the ll<(' of lhi< language for speci fi cation of hulk lr:msactiC'n<. including
generation of sets of nrw ahsrracl objects. 'Ilti s problem <loes not e'i<t in the relational d.tl'lbases because there the use r controls Ute representation of his objec ts by data. namely l'ly key
attributes of lho<e nhjec ls . u::.g. persons might be rcpre~ented in the rc lation ~ lm odc l hy lllcir
social security 11111nher<. provided 'uch numbers arc un ique. always ex i ~t fur every person. and
do not change with time . In the se mantic model s the user docs nor care how the person~ arc
represented .)
Another feature nl the proposed language is the automatic intuitively-meaningful hamllin11 of
null -values. i.e. of application of non-total functional relations.
The language pml~>srd in this paper can also be used with most other semantic models: Abrial's
Binary Modc11Abrial -74 1. thc 1r0 modciiAbir eboul&lluli-R4J. SDI\II II ammc r&Mclcod-RII.
SEMBASE IKing -84 1. NIAM (!Nijsscn-811. 1Yerhcijcn&Yan l3ckkum -821. llcung& Nijsscn871), GEM ITsur&?.aniolo -!141. TAXIS INixon&al.-871. or the Entity-Relat ionship l\1odel
[Chen-761.
The cxrunplcs in this paper refer to the schema of rigure I. That sc hema describes some activities of a Dining Club.
The followin g syntactic notation is used in the dclinitions of syntactic constructs anu in Ute
examples: lan11uagc kt·y"nrcl' arc 'cr in boldface: the names of the relations and categoric'
from Ute database arc set in UPPER-CASE ITALICS: in syntax dc scri(ltion template s. items to
be substituted arc sc i in loii'Cr-case irolics.
'
1 _

2. Srm:mtic 1\lotfrl Terminology
An object is any item in the real world. II r:111 be ei ther a concrete object or an abstract ohjet'l
as follows . A ' 'alue . or a nlllcrclc object. is a printable ohjccl. such as a numt>cr. a character
string, or a dale . An ah~tracl uhjcct is a non-value object in the real world. An abstract ()bjrcl
can be. for example. a tangible it em (such as a person. a rahlc. a country). or an event. oiTcring
of a course hy :111 instructor). or an idea.
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PERSON
/au -name String
f u JI·name : S1nng
birlh-dalf: 1870 .. 1990
adclrrss: Siring

A category is any cnnccpl of lhc applicarinn's real Wlll ld wh ich is a Ullal')' prorcrry nl llhjt'<' i'
An object ma y bel ong lo seve ral calcgories at the same tim e. A binary relation is any cnncc p1
of U1e application's real world which is a binary property of objects. that is , the meaning nl a
relationship o r connecti on between rwo objects. Nmmirm: "x R y " mean~ that objccl • i'
related by U1c relalion R lo object y. II bina ry rclalion R is man~· -to-o11e (m: J. fun ctional > il
at no point in time xRy and xRz where y,<z. II cate gory C is the domain of R if it <ali , lic'
the following two conditions: (a) whenever xRy U1cn x belongs to C: and (b) no proper 'Uh
category of C satis fi es (a). A categol')· C is the ran ge of R if it satisfies U1c following two con ditions : (a) whenever xRy then y belong' to C: and (b) no proper subcategory of C sati<fic,
(a). A relation R whose domain is Cis lola / if a/ all lim es for every objec t x in C U1crc exiq, an
object y such thai 1Rv.

PATRON

3. Preview of the language
Non -procedural lanJ:uaJ:r ·· a lan gua~l' in whi ch I he u<er 'JX'Ci fie,"'""' is lo he do11c " ilhnul
spec ifying"""' it is to he douc .
Examp/eJ - 1.

Whal waircrs have served every r :nrnn'!
get wailcr./..·IS7 -NAME " ht•rt•

(for

TABLE

ever~·

s in PATRON:

exi sts meal in MEAL :

name : StrinR I ·m

((meal T/1£-I'ATRON s) and
(mca i.T/1£ -PARTY. TIIE-1\'AITER

=waircr) ))

4. First -order predicate calcu lus expressions

!\lEA L

th e party

.<nli.ifanion-Rrade: 0 . 100

(m : l)

PARTY

functions (funclional relati ons).

e account
(m :l)

11JC First-order l'rcdi calc Ca lculu' can he applied to semantic daraha~es . if"c regard tire inq :111
tancous database as a finite srructurc 1\ilh binary relali om. una ry rcla li nn' (cat egories ). and

th e shirt
(m:l)

ACCOUNT

SIIIFT

namr : String I :I

datr : Dmr
period: Sirin g

Figure 1- 1. II hi11:1ry schema for a dining -club applicarion.

Expression - a cnmhina linn of ~''""'"Ill-' . mrinhlrl'. nprrmnrs. and rarcntllc<e' .
and semanti cs arc given below.

·n,c " '""'

An expression ma y depend on some variahl cs. When Urc va ri ables arc inrerprcted as <(1111<'
fixed objccrs. tile expression can be evaluated wirh respect to a given instantaneous dara ba~e. and wi ll yie ld an object. abstract o r concrclc. TI1c following arc syntactic fonn' nl
exrressions:

I.

COIIS(Q/1/

a.

mtmhrr

b.

cllarnC'Irr·.\'lrillg (i n quolcs)

c.

Boolen11 ro/11e (TRUE and FALSE)
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Interpretation:

Example 4-8.

Let a I• a2, .. .,an be all the objects in the category in the instantaneous database .
Let e I• e2, .... en be obtained from the expression by substituting each of a 1• a 2, ....
an for all the occurrences of the variable in the expression.
Then
for every variable in category : expression

The variable vis quantified in:
((z > 0) or (exists v in PATRON: v is a WAITER))

Expression e depends on variable v if v appears in e and is not quantified .

Example 4-9.

is equivalent to

The following expression depends on z and x, but not on y.

e 1 and e 2 and ... and en

((z > 0) or (exists yin PATRON: x = y.BIRTH-DAT£))

Example 4-6.
(for every x in WAITER: x.BIRTH-DATE

=y)

Ths is TRUE if all the waiters were born in the date y. The whole expression
depends only on the variable y.

Notation: when an expression e depending on variables x 1 • x 2 • . . , Xt is referred to (not in
actual syntax of the language), it may be denoted as

e(x 1.x2. .... xt>
The keyword ' for every' is called ' the universal quantifier '.

Note:
for every variable in category : expression
is equivalent to
not (exists variable in category: not expression)

Usage of variables:
The variable after a quantifier in a sub-expression should not be used outside that subexpression. Although many versions of Predicate Calculus do not have this requirement,
this requirement does not decrease the power of SO-calculus, but improves readability,
prevents some typical errors in query specification, and simplifies the semantics.

(In many sources. a variable on which an expression depends is called a free variahl ·
Utat expression. An expression which depends on no variables is called a closed exp 1
sion.)
Condition on variables x 1• x 2. .. ., xk - a Boolean expression which depends on x 1• x 2·
Assertion - a Boolean expression which docs not depend on any variable. that is. every '
able is restricted by a quantifier.
Int erpretation:

for a given itt~tant;mcous database. the assertion produces true or fa I., ,

Example 4-10.
Assertion that every patron had a dinner at the club on 1-Jan-88:
for every pin PATRON:

Example 4-7.

exists meal in MEAL:

WRONG:

((meal THE-PATRON p) and

(exists x in PERSON: xis a PATRON) and (x BIRTJI.DATE 1970)

Here, x appears in the quantifier of the left sub-expression, but also appears in the
right sub-expression. Logically, these are two distinct variables, and they should
not be called by the same name · x ·.

To use the expressions co rrectly . we shall need to know what variables arc quamified in an
expression, and on what variables an expression depends .
Quantified variable: variable vis quantified in expression e if v has an appearance in e immedi ately after a quantifier.

(mcai .THE-PARTY. THE-SHIFT. THE-DATE=l-Jan -88))

5. Dot-application of non-total functional relations
Iff is not total then e.[ could be ambiguous. In order to provide a meaningful intuitive n·
the dot -application 'e.[' of a non-total functional relation/ to an expression e is intctprctc•
the DBMS by analyzing the whole condition or assertion containing the dot-application .

Example 5-1.
Consider the following assertion which contains a dot-application of the non -tota l
relation BIRTH-DATE.
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for every yin PATRON: y.BIRTH-DATE > 1980
This assertion will be interpreted by the DBMS as

Rishe and S un

EXilmple 6-1.

Who has been served by Waiter Smith?
get patron.LAST-NAME where

for every yin PATRON:

exists meal in MEAL:

exists x in 111/eger: y BIRTH-DATE x and x > 1980
TI1c quantification over the conrcte category Integer is ove r U1c finite se t of
integers which happen to be prese nt in the instantaneous database at U1e time
of the expression's evaluation.
Thi s interpretation of the dot-application of non-total functi onal re lations can be defined fi lrmally as follows .
An expression e.f . where e is an expression and f is a database functional relation , is fom1ally

regarded as a syntactic abbreviation. Let x 1, ... , xk be the variables on which U1e expression
e depends. For U1c above example, the only such variable is y.
Let cj> be the largest sub-expression (within U1e whole assertion or condition) containing e.f and
still depending on all the variables x 1•• . • • xk, that is, none of these variables is quantified in
the subfonnula cj>. (cj> may depend also on additional variables.) For U1e above example,
cj> = (y.B IRTH-DATE> 1980)
Let C be the range off .

(mcai .THE-PATRON=patron and
mcai.THE-PARTY. THE-WAITER. LAST-NAME='Smith')

Abbreviation:
Queries which ourput only one value may be specified without the " where condition
part, as:

get expression
(prov ided the

e~pression

depends on no variables).

Example 6-2.

The foll owing is a yes-or-no query which displays 'TRUE' if every patron
eaten at le ast once at the club.

ha~

get (for every pin PATRON: exists meal in MEAL : p=meal.THE-PATRON)

Let 1jf=~1 . (That is, 'V is obtained from $ by substituti on of a new variable x for all U1c
occurrences of (e.f) in \jf.) For the above example,

'V =

Headings of output columns:
(x

> 19RO)

Then cj> stands for:
(exists x in C: ((e

f

The columns in a table which is an output of get can be labeled :
get headinJ?

x) and '!'))

1: e 1• headinx 2:

e 2•...• headinRn: e" where condition

Example 6-3.

6. Queries
Specification of a query to retrieve a table. that is, a set of rows of values:
get expression, ... , expression
where (conditio n-on-the- 1•ariables-on-which-the-expressions-depend)
Interpretation of

Print a table with two columns, which assoc iates palrons to their waiters. Onl)
last nam es arc printed.

get Waiter-who-served: wailer.LAST-NAME. Patron -served : patron.LASTNAMEwhere
exists meal in MEAL:
mcai.THE-PATRON =patron and

geteJ ..... en where(cj>(xJ •... • xk))
The variables x 1, . . . ,xk arc assigned all the possible tuples of objects from the instantaneous database which make cj> (x 1, . .. •xn) true; the expressions e 1•...• en arc
evaluated for these tuples and the corresponding resulls are output. (The output is not
printable if any of U1e expressions produces an abstract object.)

meai.THE-PARTY.THE-WAITER =waiter

When no heading fore; is specified, U1en . by default. the following head ing is assumed
if e; ends in "Jelation", then the heading is the relation;
oU1erwisc the heading is the number i.

2l4
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existing grades arc taken into account. Absent grade would fail this condit ion
according to the algorithm of interpretation of nulls defined in a previous sec tion.)

Example 6-4.
The query

get x.LAST-NAME. x.BIRTH-DATE where xis a PATRON
produces a two-column printout with headings LAST-NAME. BIRTH-DATE

llllerpretation :
Let e be an expression, and let $(x t• ·.. .XnYt• ... ,yk) be a condition. Then the foll ov
ing is also an expression (it depends on the variables Y t, ... , Yk ):

7. SD-calculus with aggregate operations: sum, count, average
Defined here is a second-order extension to enable set operations. such as summation. counting,
etc. This is done by extending the syntax of expression with the following summation
quantifier. To make it clearer, we first use a common two-dimensional mathematical notation.
, and then translate it into the linear notation of the language.

L

expression

t

variables
where
condition

x,, ... . :c..
whtrt
Q(x I •

. .. •

x, ,y I•

· · · •

Y• )

When all the parameter-variables y 1, ••• , Yk arc interpreted as some fixed objects. 11
sum yields a number. TI1is number is t11e result of summation of the values of e co1 ·
puled for every tuple of objects X t• .. . , Xn satisfying $(x I• •. . , Xn ,Y t• . . .. Yk)
TI1e L acts like a quantifier for X t• . . . ,Xn. TI1erefore, though 01e sub-expression e d"
depend on Xt .. .. , xn . 01e whole r expression does not. The variables >'1• ... ·Yn rc111 :.
unquantified.

Example 7-1.

Altemative (linear) notation (we would not use lhe two-dimensional notation of r in a real
puler language):

The number of pairs (wailer, table) where lhe waiter serves lhe table.

I:

WI •

sume
for x 1, ... ,Xn
where$(x 1, •.. ,Xn·YI• · · · .Jk)

waiter,rable

where
wailcr SERVES !able
5

(In lhe above fonnula, " I" is a constant function. Thus,

e.g.

1: I

equals 5.

;: 1

Adding up the constant " I " is thus lhe same as counting the object pairs satisfying
the condition under lhe sum.)

Abbreviation. When x 1, . .. , xn arc exactly the variables on which the expression e dcp.·, ,
(that is. all X; and none of)'; appea r free in the expression e ). the for clause may be 011 1
ted:
sum e where$ (x 1 .. ... Xn • Y 1 .... . Yk)

The variables under r arc quantified by the summation symbol. In addition to these l'Oriables. the condition and/or lhe expression 1 may depend on other variables.

Example 7-3.
For every patron who prefers most the Presidential Table, print his last name and
01e sum of his satisfaction grades.

Example 7-2 .
The sum of the sati sfaction grades given by patron s. The sum depends on OJC

variables, meanings remains free in the swn .

L

meal
where

meal.SATISFACTION-GRADE

meal is a MEAL nnd
meai.SATISFACfiON-GRADF2{) ond
meal TilE-PATRON s

(The sub-condition "SATISFACTION-GRADE?.O" is used to ensure that only

get
patron .LAST-NAME.
(sum meai.SATISFACTION-GRADE
where meal THE-PATRON patron)
where
patron is a PATRON and
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(patron.PREFERS-MOST TABLE-NAME 'Presidential')
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11Je above statement can be written in a shorthand notation as:
PARTY (THE-WAITER: i, THE-ACCOUNT: c. THE-SHIFT: q)

Abbreviation for count:
count x 1..... x. where ip (x 1... ., Xn. y 1..... Yk)

Abbreviation:
category (relation

stands for:

1:

expression 1 ..... relationk : expressionk)

stands for
exists x in category:

Example 7-4.

(x

How many patrons are there in the dining-club?

relation 1 expression 1 and ... and x relationk expressionk)

get (count p where pis a PATRON)

9. SO-Calculus for transactions
Ths section shows how SO-calculus can be used to specify transactions- creation of sets of
objects. categorization and decategorization of objects. relating and unrelating objects. and so
on.

Abbreviation for average :
average e ...

A transaction in SD-cakulus need not be restricted to U1e relationships of one object, but can
work on sets of objects. One single operation can create a set of new objects, place them in
categories, and relate U1em to different existing objects by several relations.

stands for:
(sum

e ... ) I (count e ... )

Creation of new abstract objects and relating them to existing or concrete objects:

Example 7-5.

insert into category (relation

What patrons give average satisfaction grade below 60?

where condition

get p.LAST-NAME
where pis a PATRON
and 60 > (a ,·erage meai.SATISFACTION-GRADE
where meal THE-PATRON p)

1:

expression

1 , ... ,

relationk: expressionk)

If no where clause is specified then only one new abstract object is created. Ths object is
put into U1e category and related by U1e relations to the values of U1e expressions.

Example 9-1.
Create a new table named 'Tulip'
insert into TABLE (NAME: 'Tulip ')

8. Shorthand notation for n-ary relationships
Some of the names of the relations may be identical. This allows one object to be related
to several objects by one relation (many-to-many or one -to-many .)

Example 8-1.

If where clause is specified with a condition on variables .r 1, .. . . Xn. UJCn for every tuple
of values of the variables satislying U1e cvnduion. one new object is created and rdat,·d
accordingly.

Often we need to specify a condition like:
The waiter i worked for account c in shift

q.

Example 9-2.

In SO-calculus U1is can be stated as:

party THE-WAITER i and

Arrange for the Presidential Table's most preferring patron Jack Johnson to participate in the party dining at U1e IBM 's expense and served by Waiter Smith in U1C
evening shift of 1-Jan-88.

party THE-ACCOUNT c and

insert into MEAL (THE-PATRON : s. THE-PARTY: party) where

exists party in PARTY:

party THE-SHIFT q

sPREFERS-MOST NAME 'Presidential' and

~

.

- ~· ·

...-

- ------------
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s.LAST-NAME=' Johnson' and s.FIRST-NAME=' Jack' and
party.THE-SHIFJ.DATE= 1-Jan-88 and
party.THE-SHIFJ.PERIOD=' Evening' and
part y.TIIE-ACCOUNT.NAME=' IBM' and
party.THE-WAITER.LAST-NAME='Smith'

Rishe and Sun
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If a where clause is specified with a condition ljl on variables x t, ... , x• . U1cn fur
every tuple of values of the variables satisfying ip the values of the expressions arc
related and categorized as above.
The variables on which the condition
sions depend.

4l depends must be

those on which the cxprcs ·

Removal of connections and removal of objects:
TI1c variables on which the condition depends must be U1ose on which U1e expressions
depend.

disconnect fact t ..... factk [where condition[

Interpretation:
Example 9-3.
Arrange for all Presidential Table 's most preferring patrons to participate in the
party dining at the IBM's expense and served by Waiter Smith in U1c evening shift
of 1-Jan-8 8.
insert into MEAL (THE-PATRON: s. THE-PARTY: party) where
s.PREFERS-MOST NAME 'Presidential' and
party.THE-SH/FJ.DATE=I -Jan -88 and
party.THE-SHIFJ.PERIOD='Evcning' and
party.THE-ACCOUNT.NAME='lBM' and
party.THE-WAlTER.lAST-NAME='Smith'

If no where clause is specified, the values of the expressions arc unrelated and/or
dccategorizcd . Objects that arc removed from all their categories. arc removed frum
the database.
If a where clause is specified with a condition ljl on variables Xt, . .. ,x. , then for
every tuple of values of the variables satisfying ip UJC values of the expressions arc
unrelated and decategorized as above .
The variables on which the condition depends must be those on which the exprcs·
sions of the facts depend.
Correction of facts :
update fact t .. ... fa c tk [where condition)

when the insert statement calls for an inse rtion of a new object while there is already an
object having the san1c relationships as U10se of U1e new object . U1c new object is not
inserted.

This is a combination of disconnect and connect. Before a connection aRb is made . tl•c
relationships aRx are removed for every x.

Example 9-5.
Increase by 10% all the grades given to Waiter SmiU1.

Example 9-4.
If the table named ·Management· already exists. U1en U1c following command produces no effect:
insert into TABLE (NAME: 'Management ')

Connection between existing abstract objects. between existing abstract objects and concrete
objects. between existing abstract objects and categories:
connect fact t ..... factk [where condition)
Each fact, is ciU1cr

expression; category;
or

e.rpression; relation; expression ";

update meal SATISFACTION-GRADE l.l x mcaiSATISFACTIONGRADE
where meai.THE-PARTY.THE-WAITER .LAST-NAME='SmiU1'

10. Query forms
Often the user.; ask similar queries which differ only in the values of some parameters. It i'
desirable that such queries be predefined in parametric fonn. and U1c tiJC -uscr.; would supply
only UJC values of t11c parameters.

Example 10-1.
What arc U1e satisfaction grades of the patron whose name is x. where x is supplied
by the end-user when tl1e query runs?

lmerpretation:
If no where clause is specified, U1e values of the expressions arc related by U1e relatiOJIS and/or categorized by the categories.

Such a predefinition is called a ' query in parametric form · or ·query form ·. It saves time on
specification of similar queries. and allows the less-sophisticated end -users to usc queries which
can be specified only by more sophisticated users, such as programmers and analysts.
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In SO-calculus, query fonns arc specified by the following syntax:

depending on parameters
get expressions
where condition

111e condition and the expressions may depend on the parameters.
Example 10-2 .
What arc the satisfaction grades of the patron whose name is x, where xis supplied
by the end-user when the query runs?
depending on x
gel e.SAT1SFACTION-GRADE
where e.THE-PATRON.LAST-NAME = x

11. Implementation
We have implemented this language under the UNIX operating system. We have developed an
experimental translator from this language into C with subroutine calls to our experimental
semantic database management system. We have also implemented another translator for a
large subset of this language under the MS-DOS operating system. The latter translator is
intended for personal computers.
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